
RENTAL SERVICES
This product is also available for
rental. Ask for details

POOLING SOLUTIONS
Product also available in pooling
service. Contact us for more details.

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
This product can be repaired or
maintained. Contact us for more
details

APPLICABLE SERVICES

Isothermal Roll Container - 715x810x1900mm - 563
Litres, Used

SKU 40580U

Used version of the Isothermal roll container with a steel grid as
extra reinforcement in the base, especially suitable for the food
industry. Inner dimensions are 550x640x1600mm with a capacity
of 563 liters.

TECHNICAL DATA

Material  Plastic
Status  New
Side walls  Fixed
Inside dimension lenght  640
Inside dimension width  550
Inside dimension height  1600
Outside dimension lenght  810
Outside dimension width  715
Outside dimension height  1900
Carry weight  500
Bottom  Plastic
Product  used, for rent

Type  
Security Roll containers, Isotherm
Roll containers

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Isothermal roll container with outside dimensions
715x810x1900mm and the inside dimensions are
550x640x1600mm. This isothermal container is equipped with a
steel stainless steel frame in the bottom with 2 fixed castors and 2
swivel castors of 100mm, the own weight of the isothermal roll
container is 100kg. This isothermal roll container has a one-piece
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EPDM housing so that it is easy to clean and remains hygienic
because there are no grooves and seams. The EPDM housing
contains PU insulation foam with a heat conductivity coefficient of
0.39 W / m2.k. Note: The cooling and freezing elements are NOT
supplied as standard with the Isotherm roll container. You can buy
these elements seperately.
APPLICATION
Isothermal roll containers are particularly suitable for warehouses
and producers who are active in the food industry with their supply
chain. Food distribution is very vulnerable due to the many actions
that need to be done, such as loading and unloading at different
locations or the frequent opening of the vehicle. The isothermal roll
container is a very flexible solution and suitable for most logistics
companies. They also assure you of a perfect thermal safety when
temporarily storing goods, while waiting at the docks of the
distribution centre and transport at the right temperature. When
using isothermal roll containers, you can also transport
refrigerated, frozen and dry products at the same time.
NOTE: This is a used item, all used items that we sell are 100%
functional. However, the photo that we display on the website
does not guarantee the entire batch that we have in stock. The
used products that we sell have visible traces of wear. Based on
our more than 30 years of experience, we carefully sort and repair
used items. When placing your order online you agree to the
condition of the used products.

Link to visit this page:
https://rotom.co.uk/isothermal-roll-container-715x810x1900mm-5
63-litres-used-40580u
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